No.AMM/872/04/2016
Embassy of India
Amman

The Embassy of India in Amman (Jordan) invites sealed bids for the complete replacement of tiles in the front yard and side walkways at the residence of Ambassador in Amman. The scope of work includes removal of old tiles, mending the uneven floor, setting up/repairs of under-ground pipes (if any), fixing of floor tiles, renovation of side border of garden area, complete removal of debris, cleaning of area upon renovation and all the related work required to be completed for the work. Companies are requested to consult the Embassy of India on the colour, texture and quality of tiles proposed to be installed (samples may be forwarded to the Embassy).

2. The work should be completed within 10 days upon awarding of the work. Interested parties may forward their sealed quotations, on the letter head of the company, to Mr. Ranojit Chatterjee, Head of Chancery, Embassy of India, Amman at No.13, Amr Bin Masadah Street, Jabal Amman, Circle 1, Amman (Jordan) with superscription “Replacement of tiles at Embassy Residence”. [For all queries, pl contact at tel : +962-6-4622098 and 4657123; fax No. +962-6-4611916; email : hoc.amman@mea.gov.in and admin.amman@mea.gov.in].

3. Companies are welcome to send their representatives for viewing the scope of work at Embassy Residence (No.33 Tawfiq Abu Al Huda Street, between 3rd & 4th Circle, Jabal Amman, Amman) for which Embassy of India may please be contacted to arrange the visit.

4. After examination of the bids by the committee of the Embassy of India, the lowest bidder will be informed accordingly. The Embassy of India reserves the right to accept/reject any bid(s) without assigning reason(s). All bidders are requested to offer sealed bids by 04.08.2016.
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